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Most improved
R

enault South Africa scooped

two top places on the winners’

podium at the Southern

African Vehicle Renault and Leasing

(SAVRALA) 2011 annual Motor

Manufacturer of the Year awards held

recently.

Brian Smith, National Fleet and

Pre-Owned Manager at Renault SA

attended the event and was thrilled to

step up to the podium to collect the

‘Most Improved Manufacturer:

Leasing’ and the ‘Most Improved

Manufacturer: Overall’ on the

company’s behalf.

“On behalf of Renault’s Rental and

Corporate Fleet team, I would like to

thank all of our car rental and leasing

customers who nominated Renault

for these two prestigious awards,”

says Smith. 

“As part of our 110% Commitment

campaign, we have all worked

particularly hard and gone the extra

mile to constantly better our quality,

service and support levels and

tonight’s two awards underscore that

our efforts have been acknowledged

by our customers. Thank you.”

“We have a new team in place at

Renault and with their dedicated

focus clearly evident, we are

confident our rental and leasing

customers will continue to trust and

support our brand,” added Leslie

Ramsoomar, Renault SA’s Vice-

President of Sales and Operations. 

“In addition to Brian, Lindie Fouche

has been appointed to oversee

National Corporate Fleet Sales while

Jenny Botes remains in her position

as Rental Fleet Administrator.”

“Renault South Africa has been

improving steadily over the past

couple years in the eyes of SAVRALA

members, to the extent they were

judged ‘most improved’ for the period

2010/11,” says SAVRALA

representative, Paul Pauwen. 

“The higher score achieved does

not tell the full story and is really a

reflection of the sustained

commitment Renault has made to
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Scenic update
Both the Renault Scenic and Grand Scenic

have been given a refresh with subtle
enhancements to the shape, with the
Expression getting dark metal finishes on the
door handles, tailgate bar and front bumper
décor as well as side protection mouldings
that are colour-coded.

Front and rear parking sensors are now
fitted across the board.

The Expression level benefits from new
‘Erevan’ dark carbon upholstery, which
incorporates an innovative Teflon treatment. 

Electronic stability programme (ESP),
which includes ASR anti-skid regulation, is
now included on the range from the 1.6
Expression. Furthermore, curtain air bags are
included on both Dynamique models, along
with the existing front and side air bags.

Standard on all Scénic models is a 5-
year/100 000 km service plan.

Koleos 2012
Renault Koleos returns this year with

revised styling, more fuel-efficient engines
and a range
structure that
offers a truly first
class equipment
package for its
price. 

The latest
version features
the same
strengths that were acclaimed at the time of
the original’s launch, namely comfort, a
modular interior and ease of familiarisation.

Styling changes include a new front end
incorporating a chrome grille, which
emphasises the crossover’s dynamism and
elegance. The cabin has been revised to
provide an even more modern feel. 

Standard equipment for New Renault
Koleos includes parking sensors, hands-free
entry, automatic dual-zone climate control,
connected Carminat TomTom® Live
navigation, an electronic parking brake, alloy
wheels and Bluetooth® hands-free telephony. 

Six colours are available: Glacier White
(non-metallic), plus Perlé White, Métallique
Black, Mars Grey, Argent Grey and Minéral
Beige metallic finishes.
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enhance its relationship with our

industry.  

“SAVRALA members have become

keen buyers of Renault products and

the support received from the

manufacturer has been excellent.”  

SAVRALA is a trade association

representing South Africa’s combined

vehicle rental, leasing and fleet

management industries. 

The primary focus of the

organisation’s Manufacturer of the

Year awards is the relationship

enjoyed between the motor

manufacturers and importers and

their leasing and car rental

customers, the objective to recognise

those who have consistently provided

superior levels of service and support

as judged by their SAVRALA-member

clients.

The awards are the culmination of

the results of an in-depth, two-tier

evaluation process facilitated by

independent market research

company Response Group Trendline

(RGT). 

Important to note is vehicle model

ranges and sales volumes are

specifically not measured in the RGT

surveys.

“We are looking forward to the year

ahead and are confident Renault will,

once again, be present on the

winners’ podium in October 2012,”

concluded Ramsoomaar.

In the Leasing section Renault

came from 19th place in 2010 to 9th

overall with a massive gain of 19,1%.

According to Anthony Calcutt from

RGT: “After experiencing a slight

downward movement in scores last

year compared to 2009, it is

promising to see these return to

higher levels indicating greater effort

and focus being placed on service

delivery compared to the depressed

period of survival and restructuring

after the global economic downturn.”
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Renault delivered 15 1,6-litre Kangoo’s, and 12 1,6-litre Logans  to the
Department of Defence in August and recently handed over 12 2,0-litre
Fluence Priviledges  and one Kangoo to SAPS.

Fleet deals

Renault SA was one of just two

motor manufacturers to get the

prestigious Gold Award in this year’s

National Automobile Dealers’

Association’s Dealer Satisfaction

Survey.

Boasting an improvement of 10

points since 2008, Renault was just

0,1% behind the front-runner.

While the first NADA Dealer

Satisfaction Survey conducted in

1996 had just seven motor brands

participating, the 2011 survey

attracted a total of 37 manufacturers.

Of all the brands surveyed only 19

scored high enough to receive

awards.

Over the past four years Renault

dealerships have been consistent in

independently reporting their

satisfaction with the brand and since

2008, Renault improved its overall

Dealer Satisfaction Index score by a

substantial 10%.

“Our dealer network has truly

rewarded us for the relationship and

open dialogue that we share them

with them and for the service we

provide as a motor manufacturer,”

says Leslie Ramsoomar, Vice

President of Sales and Operations at

Renault SA.

Gold Award
Dealer satisfaction improves by 10%
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F
ollowing the recent launch of

the Renault Kangoo Express,

the new Trafic Panel Van

continues Renault’s efforts to provide

fleet buyers with additional choices in

the commercial vehicle sector.

Its standard height and long

wheelbase are matched to a 1 200 kg

payload capacity and 2 800 mm

cargo area length.

Access to the 6,0 m3 load

compartment is by means of a single

sliding door on the left, along with

side-hinged rear doors that can be

swivelled through 180 degrees for

easier loading. 

Additionally, side anchorage points

are provided to safely secure items in

transit. 

The Trafic’s suspension has been

adapted to cope with its load-lugging

ability, achieved through the use of

MacPherson-type suspension with an

anti-roll bar in front, along with a

flexible beam with trailing arms and

Panhard rod at the rear.

The Trafic is equipped with disc

brakes all round, controlled by anti-

lock braking with electronic brake

force distribution (EBD) and

emergency brake assist (EBA). 

Additionally, a driver’s air bag is

standard, as are side impact bars and

height-adjustable seat belts with force

limiters and pre-tensioners.

The comprehensive equipment list

includes air-conditioning, power

steering, power windows and mirrors,

a trip computer, a single-CD, MP3-

compatible audio system, and a

height-adjustable driver’s seat.

Vehicle security is a prime

consideration in this segment.

Fleet solution
Accordingly, the Trafic Panel Van

boasts an insurance-approved

Category 1 alarm and immobiliser

system, which includes the Renault

Anti-Intruder Device (RAID). In

addition, the spare wheel is fitted with

anti-theft bracket.

It is powered by a 1 870 cm3

common-rail turbo-diesel engine. The

1.9 dCi unit produces 74 kW of power

at 3 500 r/min, linked to 240 Nm of

torque at 2 000 r/min.

Mated to a six-speed manual

transmission, the Trafic uses just

6,9 l/100 km in the extra-urban

environment. Its combined cycle

consumption is claimed at 7,9 l/100

km, with a corresponding CO2
emissions rating of 210 g/km. A large

90-litre fuel tank is standard. 

The Trafic Panel Van gets the same

Renault Confiance customer care

package as the rest of the range. This

includes a 5-year/90 000 km service

plan with 15 000 km service intervals,

along with an extensive 5-year/150

000 km mechanical warranty and six-

year anti-corrosion warranty.

Giving back
Renault South Africa’s robust

graduate programme is proving a

successful bridge for young South

Africans making the transition from

university to a working career. 

The company - which invests

around R3,4-million annually on non-

technical training and development

across its head office and dealer

network - currently has 19 interns on

its graduate programme. The

company’s current batch of interns

occupy positions in a  range of

disciplines including marketing,

communications, distribution, parts,

HR, finance, sales and operations

and a secretarial graduate position

has been newly created. 

The programme will continue as

long  as Renault is in South Africa.
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Twizy
Zero emission commuter

F
or the first time ever, a fleet of

mass- produced, zero-emission

vehicles took to the streets of

South Africa.

A dozen electric cars from the

Renault-Nissan Alliance highlighted

the benefits of green transportation

by providing zero-emission shuttle

services for delegates at the 2011

United Nations Climate Change

Conference in Durban, recently.

Electric vehicles, which can be

charged from purely renewable

energy sources such as solar and

wind power, will play a

critical role in achieving

COP17’s goals and reducing

the impact of climate

change.

The Renault-Nissan

Alliance is the world leader

in electric-vehicle

technology and the only car

group worldwide offering a

range of vehicles that

consume no gasoline

whatsoever. The Renault-

Nissan Alliance plans to sell

1,5-million zero-emission

cars by 2016.

Renault recently began

selling Kangoo Z.E., a light

commercial vehicle. The

Fluence Z.E. family sedan

will go on sale shortly

followed by Twizy, an urban 2-seater,

and ZOE, a compact hatchback, next

year.

At COP17, the Alliance

offered test drives in the

Renault Twizy, a fun-to-drive

commuter vehicle that can

be plugged into many

conventional wall sockets. 

COP17marked one of the

first public test-drive

opportunities for the Twizy,

an antidote to the air and

noise pollution plaguing

some of the world’s biggest cities.

Twizy test drives took place at South

Africa’s landmark Moses Mabhida

Stadium throughout the conference.

COP17 is also offered a sneak

peek of the Renault Fluence Z.E., a

luxury sedan. Both cars were on the

streets as shuttles for COP17

delegates. They are also available for

test drives.

South Africa aims to become the

continent’s leader in clean-energy

generation. The country hopes to

build one of the world’s biggest solar

power plants - an ambitious effort that

would increase access to electricity

while simultaneously reducing the

region’s dependence on fossil fuels.

Giant mirrors and solar panels would

dot the Northern Cape province,

which ranks in the 3% of sunniest

regions worldwide.

Pricing leader
The Renault Sandero 1.6

Dynamique made a clean sweep in

the B-segment of the 2011 Kinsey

Report on parts pricing consolidating

its status as South Africa’s most

affordable to maintain car in its class

for the third consecutive year. 

Now in its 21st year, independently

carried out Kinsey Report, carries

considerable weight in South Africa’s

automotive sector and is regarded as

the country’s definitive parts pricing

survey.

The Renault Sandero 1.6

Dynamique participated in the highly

competitive B-segment and identical

baskets of consumable and

replacement parts for each of the

8 competitors were priced, combined

and then calculated as a percentage

of their individual selling prices.

Renault Sandero showed its

muscle and romped home with the

combined cost of its parts coming in

at R36 881. A very price positive

performance when the seven other

competitors in the segment’s parts

baskets ranged between R41 214

and R78 077.

Launched in South Africa in March

2009, local production of the Sandero

marked Renault’s return to local

manufacture for the first time in over

three decades. From the outset, it

was stated the retail selling price and

parts pricing on the made-in-SA

Renault Sandero would be

competitive and constantly under

review as the volume of locally

sourced consumable and mechanical

parts increased.

According to Wim van Schie, Vice

President of Quality and Service at

Renault South Africa, it is the

company’s policy to ensure that

Renault’s parts pricing strategy is as

transparent and competitive as the

prices of its vehicles.

“The fact Renault Sandero has

proven itself in terms of parts pricing

for the third consecutive year is proof

that we are delivering on our promise

of service, quality and affordable cost

of ownership.”


